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San jose ca adventures

240 years after this spanish was established, the first city in California is a diverse, future and capital of the prosperous Salcan Valley. PayPal tech engines like Apple, Sisco Systems, eBay and Acer Darsiauli, and apple likes, The Likes of The Antle, Microsoft and Amazon are not far away. The shopping power of San Jose is difficult to miss its lofty rentals, luxury malls, sports
locations, dining scene and growing cultural choices. Here on the South Bay you can also set a course for the boundaries of The Daaglow and Santa Cruise, in the Satan adhesive for stargating and to see the sea of shining light as the sun sets on the Santa Clara Valley. Life in San Jose is inspired with technology, ultramodern VTA on light rail, interactive museums, tech on the
janancampus and even city film festival, Cina Est, Championship Virtual Reality. 1. Downtown San Jose Source: Maitera/ShutterstockkdevenTown San Jose San Jose Condansas is worth the culture, entertainment, food, tourism and night life in just a few blocks books finished by The Glendaness Galialpay River and San Jose State University. It will take you minutes to get on foot
in this vibrant district, but there are more places to eat and drink (250+) you can squeeze in the whole month, and a large portion of the attractions listed below, better san Jose than Dr. Martin Luther King Junior Library, are down town. The geographical center is the Plaza de Cchávez head, a meeting place with public art, the fountains and fountains, and the main stage for one of
the country's top-most-visited-in-the-art festivals in August. 2. Rosakrukyan Egyptian Museum Source: Van Hsieh78/Shutterstockcrossacroatian Egyptian Museum looks like an ancient Egyptian settlement, The Musliman Andals style has been thrown into Taramandal, Rosakrukyan Park is on the entire city block in the rose garden neighborhood of San Jose. The complex goes
back to the 1920s and now has a temple for the Rosakrucan Order, a Rosakrucan e-Bhobliya, a research library, a kimia exhibition and a kimia garden. But in a building modeled on the temple of Ammon's Karnik, the Egyptian Museum has a year-plus 100,000 people. It holds the largest row of ancient Egyptian models in western North America, starting family times before 5,000
years ago and running at the beginning of the Islamic era. The museum has collected some 4,000 pieces, and as you want to give the mummies the most attention to guess, but there are also gems, sculptures, formal items, writing materials, toilet, textiles, tools and pots, and some absorbed pieces from Assera and Empire Babylon. 3. The Winchester Mystery House Source: Le
Blyatner/Shutterstocku-Koenkaistair Mystery House When Gun Magunati William Wired Vincister passed in 1881, he left a heavy fortune on his wife Sarah Winchester (1839-1922), who over the next 40 years she is asleep in one of the most distinctive buildings in the United States. Late in the Victorian and Queen Anne Schelies, The mystery house is an al-Nakarat, tile-wearing
clusters for the Goblis, Chaminis, The Mixed Tower and Fanaals, with no logical plan. This feeling of disorder, and the countless death in the barrel of the re-rifle to The Winchester, may go back to the early days of ghost-building stories. Work stopped forever when Sarah died, but there are 161 rooms in the Winchester Mystery House, 40 bedrooms, two bedrooms and over
10,000 individual glass pans. In the Esher-Esky interior, the doors open on the walls and lead the sitatos to sealed ceilings. The estate has been open for the views since 1923, stunning visitors with this blend of beautiful and simply plain weird. 4. Tech Interactive Source: www.www.tech.tech.in.tech.in/.tech.in Orgothi Tech Interactive, San Jose Salcan Valley is the place you are
all about to be who are the ones who are just as ye are, how technology is changing our daily lives. And as you want from a focus in San Jose, tech interactive getouts with the gage, ghasmaus, robots, virtual reality and crazy on modern hands. For a quick summary, you can actually configure your own digital world to reboot, get the klad about internet security in cyber detectives
and learn about the latest development in biotechnology in geodesign studio. In 2019, body worlds dekodad started a long-term exhibition at the museum, using foregoing reality and other emerging technology to show real human bodies in a new light. And always a show stopper is the Latest IMAX Dome Theater for inefficient presentations. 5. Children's Discovery Museum
Source: Jekim/ShutterstockChildren's Discovery Museum Technology also pays a portion for children up to the age of ten. The Children's Discovery Museum was inaugurated in 1990 and was funded by apple co-founder Steve Kozikoan for whom the road was named, The exhibition and program here helps all children understand the world through experience, conversation and
inquiry. They will get to dig for Jasm Jiwasham, make huge bubbles, solve engineering problems with circles and play a healthy lifestyle in the rainbow market and check out the composition, sites, sounds of an urban environment in the road display. Bill's backyard is a new outdoor playground, climbing, building and dug up children as they learn about the natural world and where
food comes from. 6. By the Great America of California: Olg Aliantravo/Vakamadayakalafornia's Great America march from end to December, California's great America is around 1976 and a waterpark in Bowmaring Bay with slides and pools of encouragement. There were nine rallahs in the park by 2019, and the headline was the wooden gold staker, opened in 2013. It gets to a
speed of over 50 on a 31.5 m first drop which will shoot you in the 50 m long over-the-top surf. The flight deck meanwhile has zero gravity barrel rolls, and the daring giant, since the park, has a steel-coster with four inversions. Completes the park The peanut-supported planet rep has visitors, who opened in 2010 and have spinners, carsels, dodgams and light Woodstop Express
rupleproster. 7. Fera Row Source: Miscellaneous Photography/Shutterstockxantan Row, San Jose can come into terms with the Silcan Valley in the 21st century to make you sing by its growing mixed use development south of the Jasam Westfield Valley Fair Mall. With its palms, the oops, the slits, musicians, the walking friendly footpaths and restaurant terraces, the Phera Row
feels like an organic neighborhood. But none of this existed before the early 2000s, when it was all pregnant as a village within a city, more than 40 acres. For buyers there are booties, galleries and some leading retailers such as Ted Beccar, Sepora and H&amp;M. There are some 30 restaurants, bars and casinos in the middle, and six screen CinéArts Feature Row, Sports
Arthousi, foreign films and high tech auditoriums. 8. Blessed Hollow Park and Zoo by: Uladyk Kreyan/Shutterstock,Khepi Khokkhi Park and Zoo Full Day for Children, Happy Hollow Park and Zoo has animal-garden, rides, a puppet theater and fully equipped animal hospital. The focus arrives back in 1961, but only a decade ago came through a modern refity. The gap is limited, so
the zoo mostly keeps small animals like patients, fossas, capybaras, guinea pigs, lemurs, macaus, chicken and some. Too much research has gone into the zoo's habitat so they can be liked and possibly encouraged, providing areas where animals can go on display if they want. Young children will be encouraged by puppet shows and have a selection of recreational rides and
attractions, such as The Pissef Fruit Express Ralleloster and Mini-Daalat. And as food, the picnic basket serve healthy options made with local and durable ingredients and using eco-friendly dishes. 9. Source of The Inteal Museum: www.www.in.t.in.the.in.. The Antalymuseum, all san jose from the tech behemots of Salcan Valley, is offered by this uninewhile semi-mosal chip
factorer. It is important that if you have ever surprised you are under the head of your phone, laptop, tablet or desktop. On a self-directed visit by the Future Visitor Center, you find technologies that provide us with new ways to communicate, work, learn and play. You will see how the antell chips are made in a very clean and fully automatic salcan factory, and learn about the
evolution of semi-muesal, and just how this technology works. The fantastic interactive exhibition allows you to write your name in the binery and try coding, and there are many exhibits of the initial ingredients and chips that show you how far we are. 10. Municipal Rose Garden Source: Miscellaneous Photography/Shutterstockmanacapal Rose Garden, San Jose San Jose Award-
winning Rose Garden was dedicated in 1937 which was used more than one. If you need an idea of how beautiful this place is, it's important For many graduation or wedding shoot. A circular fountain and basin are around 3,500 individual shrubs from around 200 different castes in a formal arrangement. Colors in spring are a delight, and if you are here in hotter months there are
tall redudotens on the margins for shade. This All America Rose Selection (AARSS) Test Garden is the only kind in North America, and gets award-winning roses from the organization before the public is released. 11. Footkri Rock Park Source: Aido/Shutterstock Dialogue Rock Park Is The Oldest Municipal Park in California, serait in the Fitkri Rock Valley at the foot of the
Dabelow range, established back in 1872. Fitkri Rock Park is in 720 acres, a beautiful blend of plants on the valley's standing slopes. The south facing slopes in the sun increase scent from bath, while the cold north sides are overly calefornia bay scent, and the coast is growing on the floor of the valley, the live wick, white elder, western sycamthuk and large leaf temple damper. In
this area, the heart lifting of the north Salcan Valley can be fixed by vista, foot, bike or horse. The Rich Mineral Sprajas (27 in all) in the Silfer Valley and Magnesium have peeled, and drawing health tourists from the late 19th century to 1930. Visitors today come to the obeiserarea, seasonal creek, far away views, birds, picnic sites and barbecues. 12. Via Lavey's Stadium:
Miscellaneous Photography/Homeovsistadium of Shutterstockaly gave the field of the janus, Lavey Stadium has been the home ground for the San Francisco 49ers since its opening season in 2014. This 68,500 capacity stadium cost an estimated $1,300,000,000, the 49ers misted to replace The Rhesi-Candel Park, and was the venue for the Superbol 50 when the Dinor Bruns
defeated the Carolina Panthers. In keeping with its location in the Salcan Valley, Lavey's Stadium has become the first new stadium to have a gold LEED certificate for sustainability and its luxury suite also responsible for the relevant wooden items. There is also a free Wi-Fi connection for each seat, and mandatory global-tang discount, from high-end steaks to the finsi-cook. If you
want to go behind the scenes you can join a public tour, while the 49ers Museum is open every Friday on Sunday. 13. Los Gos Creek Trail Source: Miscellaneous Photography/Shutterstockalos Gos Creek Trail of Downtown Off Meridean Avenue on the edge of San Jose You can add or cycle to the Nearly ten miles south of the Lexington reservoir at the foot of the Santa Cruise
Mountains in Los Gago S. The path is well-packed and easy to negotiate on foot or bike, mostly threading through a quiet natural corridor along The Last Gos Creek. Travel south from downtown San Jose you will pass through the city of Cable, the land organized by the city of Santa Clara and Los Gout S. A good place to stop in The Long-GoS, especially if you're running The
kids have Wasona Lake County Park. It has mountain views, paddle boats, kicking, paddle boarding and Billy Jones Waldcat Railway, a small railway that lasts during weekends and school summer breaks. 14. Date Park at the south end of The Lily Park you can be forgiven for wondering if you have to step in at a time. History Park is offered like a city from the beginning of the
20th century, with 32 historical buildings and other signs that have been moved to this free outdoor museum since it was established in 1971. In santa clara valley, in addition to the homes raised for the early settlement, the old-time facilities in the history park include a daintist's office (with fit power drels)), shed a iron, A work print shop, a post office, O'Brian's ice cream parallar,
the Pisphic Hotel, Trolleyburn weekend saith museum has a little more life, when several buildings are implemented, and you can take a ride on an ancient trolley. 15. Almadson Coaxasilver County Park Source: Miscellaneous Photography/Shutterstock calligraphy, The Quakxasilver County Park is on the site of the ears of New Almadain, south of San Jose, the land of this
indifferent hill, until recently 1976. The murree was used to process with gold, and, after 130 years, some 37,388 tons of metal was extracted from this earth. More than 1,800 mining people once did in a city and their families now have more than 500 meters of levels of 4,163 and acres of maximum climbing hills than rich with wild flowers. County Park also has difficulties with its
industrial history like the crumbling housing properly sarug and its seal. Hiking trails and picnic tables are 37 miles of perspective at natural locations. Fishing is allowed in Galialyapay, but given the history of land-of-the-murry mining, this fish will not be devoured. 16. A San Jose Center for Performing Arts Source: After its complete for the Miscellaneous
Photography/Shutterstockan Jose Center, Almandela En Blyward is the stage for two major local companies: The San Jose Center for Performing Arts, after its completed. So this 2,677 seat is a dress menu of performance by these residential companies in the venue year round. In 2019-20, Bradoy San Jose put on Les Maserbals, Miss Saagaon, River Dance and The Vitres,
while the calendar of the San Jose Dance Theatre is headed by Necharacter's annual Christmas performance. The semfuncation in the middle appears by the Silcan Valley, tour music, famous comedy, important recording artists and children's entertainment. 17. Japanon Source: Hide Inada/Shutterstockjapantoon, one of three surviving Japanesetoons in san Jose city that sits a
small route north of downtown San Jose. It can be found back to Boarding houses neighborhoods for Japanese immigrants in the 1880s. In the early 20th century he was included by the photo bride (selected by matchmakers) and dozens of businesses opened to serve the growing community. Japan was following the second world war and a quarter of the people in the 21st
century have an Asian heritage in its neighbourhood. You can sway by for locations the Shore-Do Manju shop, which sold to Emperor Aki Heto Saama in 1994 (sweet pastry). The Japanese American Museum migrated to Japan to the United States and has a very good home in the dark days of detention and the San Jose Tofu Company. One for cutting, is one of the long-term
residents, making sasshi's combos, katsu-salinand and nodles. 18. Via avia Stadium: Los Rosa/Shostistokavia Stadium Major League Football's San Jose Earthquake has set up a spectacular home stadium next to the airport. Compact but perfectly planned, Awaya Stadium (2015) seats with a significant level that wrap around three sides of the 18,000 ground. Like a classic
European stadium it is extra standing, for better ideas and a bird's atmosphere on game days. The North East side has been left without a stand, and instead the largest outdoor bar in North America, it has two acres of dispersal and a massive double video game. Earthquakes play 17 regular season games here from March to October, not including sports, exhibitions and U.S.
Open Cup installations. The best year of the franchise came in the early 2000s when they won the MLS Cup twice (2001 and 2003) and twice reached the quarter finals of the Konkayev Champions League (2002 and 2004). 19. Church of St. Joseph's Source: Arvind Balaraman/St. Joseph's Shutterstockcathadraal, In 1877, the church for the Roman Catholic Diocese of San Jose
in San Jose, California was clean. This is the fifth Joseph's Church, going back to 1803 when California had the first parse website that was built for the Spanish population instead of changing The Ohloni Indians. Market Street is impressive with the Cortinian column on The Agoda and two Otamo Friza kannada in Mamo. The entrance is a taste rafter for its dome, its coiffrating on
the veves and the magnificent stain glass sanctuary, pain in the garden, crucifixion, resurrection and miraj. I hope to host the season of the concert series on the 12 days before Christmas, with important ensembles like The San Jose We Nowi-Post, san jose performing the All Star Big Band and the California Philhermunk Youth Concert. 20. Source of The Willo Glen: The Dancin
Festival on Miscellaneous Photography/Shuterstop Avenue, The Willo Glen It's a kind of shops neighborhood, picture-perfect houses and sycamthata organized roads of San Jose. Willo Glenn First In the 1920s, the southern pisse-finc trunk line as a city was to escape its main dragon, Lincoln Avenue, and then being revoted by San Jose in the 30s. Although it gets enclosed in a
widely known small town feel of The Konorbashan-Velu Glen, through its clothes, vintage dress stores, shops and sparkles in special dining shops, is undeniable. In place of a few blocks at Lincoln and Meidian places you have got an overlap amount in which you like to eat pizza, tacos, burger, sashi and contemporary French (black sheep bursery) or Italian (La Villa Peto of
Bertukhliati Li). If you're around in lincoln avenue mid-June, the avenue is in party mode for a 'Day's Dancin' on the Festival, taking the key constantbetween Willo Street and The Manistota Avenue. 21. Stanford University Source: The campus like the city of the city of urtix/Shutterstockxtanford (8,180-acres) is in the middle of the city within half of one of the most miscitiated
universities in the world. Stanford University hardly needs introduction, but created 83 Nobel winners, scores of congressmembers, 17 astronauts and one president, Robert Hoor. Google's founders, Naiki, Sun Systems, Electronic Arts and Heulet-Packard all came through this August institute. You can capture a map and visit the campus as you please, or join the student-led tour
at 11:30 or 15:30. There is much to see, such as mission restoration and main quad-roominase restoration architecture, the complete approach of the 87-meter Tower Tower (1941) campus and the first rate to the Converter Arts Center, in which we will talk about the next. You can also see what stanford has on one of the performance spaces, while Anderson does deal with
modern art. Meanwhile and you can learn about Stanford's most decorated teams and players in the home of champions. 22. The Source of The Kantor Arts Centre: The Miscellaneous Photography/Shutterstockcant Arts Centre was established at the same time in 1891, the Kantor Arts Centre reached its present scale in 1999 with a programme for restoration and expansion in
response to the Luma-Preeta earthquake. It adopted its main doners, iris and b gerald cantor names and blended contemporary architecture with its neco-cellular original building from 1891. More importantly, the Cantor Arts Center is the collection that will not be out of place in the world's top museums. Consisting of about 40,000 items, they come from the wealth of regions and
periods of the world. Photography by Warahole, Louis Rest back back up, Is Photography by Maximarican Ceramics and Native American, African and Marine/Indonesian Artfactor. But the museum's biggest feature is the largest collection of sculptures by Dominic Rodon, outside the Lower Rodin in Paris, running for more than 400 works, inside and appearing in the museum's
extraordinary Rodin sculpture garden. 23. Computer History Museum Source: Miscellaneous Photography/Shutterstockcomputer History Museum since you are in the world Technology-Hbe you can go back to the don of information near Govgalipal in its first rate museum in the mountain view. The Computer History Museum has collected more than 90,000 pieces- the largest
collection of computing samples in the world claimed, hardware, source code, patent documents and even lab copying. Fantasy, Best Revolution: The first 2000 years of computing, the work of accounts to convert the world into early callicloters, sire cards, yanalog computers, robots, ayushkar computers and game consoles and more. When we wrote this list in November 2019,
there were exhibitions on the history of autonomous vehicles, the story behind world-changing applications like texting, car crash simulators and Wikipedia. Finally ibm 1401 Demo Lab (Wednesday and Saturday) late 1950s bring back the stir of business computer center in life. Book Online: Computer History Museum General Entrance Ticket 24. Sofa District Source:
Miscellaneous Photography/Shutterstockov District, San Jose, Art and Entertainment Within The City And Entertainment Inklyu Solomon as the Creative District of Salcan Valley. The name means southern first area and chic is like the first area and chic-chack bars as well as ultra-hook-cap bars and institutions such as contemporary art and Salcan Valley San Jose, based on
California theater. On the first Friday of the month, district shops, galleries, restaurants, museums and nightclubs participate in the Southern First Friday Art Walk. In June first friday, South First Street has been closed to road traffic for sub-zero festivals, with live music, beer gardens and art vendors. A long-term resident, pre-dating Salcan Valley is the original whose Italian
restaurant, dating to 1956 and executing with the vitor in tusedos. 25. California Theatre Source: Brian/Wakamadyakalafornia Theatre Is An Attraction In The Sofi District In The Important Phase For The Salkan Valley San Jose And Opera San Jose. It was completed in 1927 as a film palace and The Waudewalli stage, and was abandoned for over 30 years from the 70s until the
75 million restoration plan by the Packard Humantis Institute in the early 2000s. The theater's maximum of the jaz age décor was brought back to life, with its misrif-platini-squalled mouldings, stainglass umbrellas and solmofo columns. The venue is the shop in size, the seating 1,119, which holds the world's smallest opera houses. The production of El Trowatorey, Magic Banesari,
Hansel and Greatel (Opera San Jose) and film scores and works by The Brahms, Mosart, Beethoven and Sachmann (Symphini Selkan Valley) were on the menu in 2019-20. In March, the California Theatre hosted the annual Cina Est Film Festival, which we will take below. 26. San Jose Museum of Art Sources: Marz S. Jorgyliwaks/Shutterstocken Jose Museum of Art The oldest
arm of this museum De Chávez is a Grand Romanticrevival building of the head, built as the San Jose Post Office in 1892 and serve as the city library between 1937 and 1969. Based on this year, the San Jose Museum of Art added a new wing in 1991. The focus here is on modern and contemporary West Coast artists, and the museum has a strong permanent collection of
installation art, paintings, sculptures, drawings, photography and graphic art, by Dale Chontel, Milton Avery, Dabora Butterfield, Jon Brown, Richard Debancorn, Jim Diyne, Robert Arnessaon and Frederick Spot. At any time there will be five samoro temporary exhibitions, and there are names like Catherine Wagner on a strong list of past shows, pot h Q. Lê, Woody de Othello,
Deanna Hadid and Robert Henry. 27. Ball Park (San Jose Municipal Stadium) Source: Kajmartin/Flakcariakaty Ball Park as far as 2019 San Jose Municipal Stadium, this 4,200 capacity game location has been here since 1942. In its 80 or this year, the stadium has 11 different tenants, the current Class A-top team, the San Jose Jants. The joint name with their more famous
neighbors in San Francisco is no coincidence as it is a form team for the M.L.B. franchise. San Jose has a history of boasting the Janans, with five minor league titles being picked up between 2001 and 2010. And as a form team, more than 190 MLB players have cut their teeth from here, including some members like SF Titans world series winners, Medison Baumgarner, Tim
Linkikim, Bister Posiandi and Jonathan Sanchens. When it comes to food, you choose by thieves, BBQ, dances, fireplace cake and hot dogs of course. 28. The Rencho Merge San Antonio Conservation Source: Mariusz S. Jorgyliwaks/Shutterstockerancho San Antonio You can add this 3990 acres of protection and santa cruise mountains to the 290 acre county park attached to
it. Your walk will take you through a variety of ecosystems, positioned by all on their direction by their familiarity on the sun or range slopes. There are growing wells and cotonodos with the crackers, and shadow kenya has rules of large leaf trees and bay trees. The Sunny South facing slopes are covered with manzaanat, sakarlaby and mountain mahogani, while the ax and sector
add to the deep erased woodland on the northern slopes. Take the mountain lion (wise precautions), the hern and the bobkats to maintain all, in one of the last patch of the Silcan Valley where local animals are free to roam. For humans, there are about 30 miles of walking trails, with a difference of elevation swells of more than 700 meters. For an interesting break from hiking is
the 150-year-old hern hollow farm, which now has an educational role but continues to produce and sell eggs and fresh fruits. 29. Source of Apple Park Visitor Center: Velria Zainkwikia/Shutterstockapoppala Park Visitor Center was seen by Cupartino in Apple's newly landscaped campus steve jobs, was designed by The Simon Foster and opened its 12,000 employees in April
Almost this workforce is employed in an ingoti-sized solar-power structure, and has been defined as one of the most energy efficient buildings around the world. And while this strange building is the far limit for the public, unlike a specially designed visitor center. As you would imagine, the Visitor Center, in The Cow-Khad olive pea, is a 3D model of Apple Park using the philosophy
of its design and the foregoing reality to show many of the dislocations. It is not to be said that with special trade with an Apple store, with a special view of a camera and terrace terrace as well as Apple Park and its rolling woodland. 30. Mountain Source: Miscellaneous Photography/Shutterstockcommunity Umunhum stands at over 1,060 meters, the fourth highest peak in the
Santa Cruise range and is an easy journey from San Jose, causing a challenge or drivers to which mt Umunhum road goes to the top. The summit was closed to the public due to more hazardous material from The Moghaor Alsamanit En Air Force Station, but the road and foot travel trail was officially opened in 2017. Like peaks with it, the mountain is a piece of the Umunhum
marine crystal and the middle-jersey period (up to 203,000,000 years ago), has been converted into metamorefaq sarpantanati. At the top is a radar surveillance post, built in 1962 to detect enemy aircraft in the Cold War, known as cube. As far as panoramas are located in the north east and mountain Tamalpeis, north of San Francisco, the consultation of the mountain hamilton
and the bet in the Dabalou range. Commentary displays inform you of these visible signs, as well as the historical relationship of the mountain in the Ohloni Native American tribe. 31. San Jose Museum of Envelope &amp; Textile Source: Dadroot opened in 1977 when the Wakamadyasan Jose Museum of Envelope &amp; Textiles in the United States, this museum celebrates art,
crafts, creators, and history of envelopes and textiles. Inventory includes more than 1,000 pieces, including envelopes, textile based art and fabrics. Some outstanding exhibits are a C. 1830 Music Quill Top stake made by Mary Taylor Led Key (Star-Spangled Banner's poet married to the composer, Francis Scott Key), as well as as by as many as by the people who stood by The
San Blas of Panama by Lahaf and Roby McKim and a rare Haahat-Lansi full clothing at the Wali c Museum has three short-term exhibits at any time, and the late-2019 stand knew your monument. This Khowdsuvarsad show has found the concept of internet memes as a means of communication, media such as carpet-tang, a-sui-sui, made, a crockitang, anachi, adhering, and the
booklet. 32. Sikh Gurdwara Sahib a second phase was completed in 2011, this gurdwara, the dalu range on the right, became the largest Sikh place of worship in North America. In fact, there is no big surrounding outside of it. Mr. Harmandir in India. To meet the large and growing Sikh minority of the Santa Clara Valley, Gurdwara San Jose was first established in 1984, moving
on to this 40-acre property in 2004. Out of the fountain you can see across the Silcan Valley, and the view is great at night. According to Sikh beliefs, each one is welcome to the gurwara, which has several languages everywhere, defining the temple (head coloring is also provided). There is also a Longar (Sikh Community Kitchen), a shared space in which people from all sectors
of life serve free meals daily where everyone eat together. 33. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library Source: Brian Limram/Shutterstocker. The Martin Luther King Junior Library was found in the early 2000s for the construction of an eight story library to serve the people and students of San Jose State University city. As of 2010 it is still the largest library of construction in one phase in
the entire Western Us. During the planning, Houston was recruited by the fantasy artist Mel Chin to create a series of artworks for admission singed by Recolyckaunas. Entering, a digital display shows how many hundreds of items the library system has fielded out since 2000. For families, the children's section is a revelation, with tons of leagues, video games, film exhibitions,
sufferings and other programs. Serious academics will have access to the university's research collection from 6 to 8, while on the first three floors you can use one of the terminals of a public computer. 34. Mission Santa Clara de Asís Source: Jejim/ShutterstockKasshan Santa Clara de Asís In Santa Clara this Spanish mission goes back to the roots of european settlement in the
Gulf region. The opposition leader and future governor of the Province of Mexico, Bautast de Anza (1735-1788) was sent to the region to put down the towns of King Carlos III future. He established a military inkand mission in San Francisco, along with a mission on the west bank of the Galialpe River and as a civil settlement of San Jose on the eastern bank. Dating from January
1777, Santa Clara de Asís was the eighth mission in California and is now the only one to be found on a university campus (Santa Clara University), which is ready from dating back to 1851. The church has been rebuilt a few times, recently after the fire in 1929, seeing the short age of the Adobe structure. Also on the site of the original cemetery are gardens (later moved to 490
Lincoln Street), with a retained 18th century Adobe wall. Sample exhibits from this and other California missions are on display at the university's de Saisset Museum contrast. 35. San Jose was better taken by china than this historic theater in the city 2002, wall-to-wall Swan on Tuesday sunday. There is a busy schedule of a list and upcoming stand-ups, sketch groups, open
michaels and live Recording. Together with a contius atmosphere, great food and snezzy cook and you are sure to have a good time. Some of the late-2019 pick edits were Karistala Alonso, Nicole R, Jay Mohr and Michael Blake. And for the side-distribution comedy, there is a lot of history in the building. It is the oldest theatre in the city, starting in 1904 as the Jos Theatre for The
Wavedewalli operations and stock companies. In its early days it was a four-man artwork, and its history of the alishan entrance from an art deco makeover in 1933. 36. The Source of the Moffat Field Historical Society Museum: The Soudayi Goma/Flakkaramoffat Field Historical Society Museum on San Francisco Bay and yahoo valley like the teeth of Yahoo! is the Moffat Federal
Airport, like Amazon and Google, a civil military airport that began as a naval air station in 1931. From 1942 to the station, 1994 non-sub-sub-weapons and marine patrol aircraft were developed on this site. An early monument is the hengar, the house is built for aircraft, and measures a great 345 by 95 meters, while from the time of the greater war, there are two of the largest
frissanding wooden structures in the United States. If you want this interesting place to be open on Wednesday, the Museum of Less Historical Society. You are waiting to be back to the black and white photos 90 years, the hanger exhibits detailed about one, the officers' dirt-silver, cold war anti-sub-ship technology, samples by blymps, airplane electronics, aircraft-kicking,
uniforms and much more than we can list here. 37. Japanese Friendship Garden Source: This symbol of American Japanese relations was open in November 2019 at The Miscellaneous Photography/Shutterstockjapanese Friendship Garden, Callipark, but after February 2017, California was under long-term repair. Landscaped in 1965, the Japanese Friendship Garden is
designed after the Korakuen Garden in the sister city of San Jose of Okayama, which provided none for its three main stools. You can forget the city for a few minutes between garden saith, tea house, rock, bridge, waterfall and shrubs, lawns and trees. When the stubs are complete, they are as water-full as baths and jarees are by waterful, but sometimes even great egrets, easily
looked for its long thin neck. 38. Source of The Amies Research Center: As the JHVEPhoto/Shutterstockcomas Research Center 2019, the Visitor Center for NASA Research Facility in Salkan Valley is essentially a gift shop, but comes with some exposure worth your time. A show stopper is a huge blade from the air-tap of the Amis Research Center, measuring 24 by 37 meters.
Mercury Redstoon capsule is a 1950s test capsule before the Apollo mission, while the moon rock, Martine Isatored and moon is a lunar glove box to prevent sample pollution during the mission. Also on the show is the full size model of the operator Venus and a row Historical Satellite 39. Downtown Cable by Farmers Market: The Arina P Harbour/Shutterstock Koffarmers Market
This farmers market is one of the best in the South Bay area and you can get there within ten minutes of the city's bottom San Jose. Market, Sunday, 09:00-13:00, whatever the season trades on throughout the year. The only exceptions are the Boogie Music Festival and October mid-May and late October for October, the october festival and october, the refore. Shop for eggs,
honey, seasonal fruits and vegetables, cheese, fresh paste, meat, flowers and many more organic options, right from the producer. You'll have lots of vendors to try you with craft beer and The Mechan food, all from the talented live musicians to Sondatrykad. Downtown Cable also has no lack of mom and pop, shops, the kitchen and restaurants to keep you around a little while. 40.
The source of The Emma Prusch Farm Park: Van Hsieh78/Shutterstockkama Prusch Farm Park one for families with small children, this farm park was donated to the city by farmer Yama Prusch in 1962. It was his wish that the country where wheat and fruit are cultivated is saved to show the agricultural heritage of San Jose. Now, the urban east is a new breed of san Jose, 42
park introduced in an animal yard, beautiful Prusch farmhouse, a rare fruit bag, a competitive bag and the largest Fristhanding burn in San Jose (used by 4H and future farmers of the United States). There is also space for picnics and flying addresses, and the first week in October is the free crop festival of the farm. On the agenda are, all kinds of multi-cultural dance performance,
fresh pressed Apple Sider, a 4-H Animal Expo and other family fun. 41. A means of consultation with The Chat: In consultation with Miscellaneous Photography/Shutterstockclock, the University of California runs at the south level in the east of the dabelow range of 1,238 meters above this historic mountain. In 1887 it was the first of its kind in the world to be permanently occupied,
and was in funds by rail estate investor James Chaitana, who was funded by the Vialtest man in California at the time of his death in 1876. Some major discoveries have been made in this facility, including four of Jupiter's trisolar planets and the nearby Earth Kushodrigra (29075) 1950 DA. Like the mountain village of white gumbed, then, a tingle light is as an indescant when one
commands an almost inaudible view of the more beautiful, silcan valley. But you can also drive long Thursday-Sunday road to visit, when there are five free negotiations a day inside the dome of the 36-inch great refritkit and. You can also get 3 m on the gallery of Shane Maakshipak, installed in 1959. 42. Source of San Jose City Hall: After more than 50 years in an office park, The
City Hall of Galina Barasia/Shutterstockan Jose City Hall, San Jose, returned down to town in san jose sook plaza. This complex, cost about $400m, was completed in 2005 and was designed in a post modern By Richard Mechi, winner of the Ppressterkar Prize of The Great Lytting Of The Great. In the flow ingestion by the Flamboyant Bea Arts city halls in Cleveland and San
Francisco, San Jose would seat the government in Le Corbia and its 18-storey tower and free standing in the clear lines of Rudoda with it next to it in the center of the plaza. It looks like an inspection with 30 meters, this place is rented for private events but deserves a flight tour from outside. 43. SAP Center Source: Jekim/Shutterstockup Center This is one of the rights of the San
Jose NHAL team to go to another computing giant. The San Jose shark was born in 1991 and moved to the SAP Center two years later. From fall to spring you can add 17,500 shark fans to the shark tank that the team competes in the Western Conference. The Shark hasn't managed a Steinle Cup yet, but took the conference and reached the finals in 2015-16 with Peter DeBoer
in Patwar. SAP Center is hosted by Disney, winter sports events, Punjab, Ululoom and big artists (Generation Ontears, 1975, In Maranda-Lemburt and Louis Tomlevenson in 2019-20). A new food concept is called Test Launch Kitchen offer fans a choice of ready made meals, including with limited runs, drop cheese, chicken and wifels, fish tacos, chiscestax and bbq to vendors.
44. Source of San Padro Square Market: Michael Vi/Shutterstockfarmer The Padro Square Market will fly one afternoon on an entire block in san Jose of the city by this shopping and dining hangout. The advantage of a place like the food wise, San Padro Square market is that you can get a group of friends and try everything different, paired with a dissimilar ity, this is the passa,
open, the burger, the tacos, the pho or pizza, craft beer, the innovative or the arissi coffee. This place is shared by vendors for fresh produce and hand-made gifts, as well as trendy hajj shops and the pert adobe, the oldest building in San Jose, dating back to 1797. The market will host Friday singly live music for Taherms, Kids Sunday, Turvej, Karoki and Entertainment with all
week's activity. 45. Westfield Valley Fair Source: Miscellaneous Photography/Shutterstockkwestfield Valley Fair Is Saved by Location as Stonomak Mall of Silcan Valley, one of the largest malls in the country and with the highest sales volume in the state. This luxury playground, the Haal San Jose-Santa Clara City Line, was established in 1986 when two post war malls merged to
build the Valley Fair Shopping Center. This giant has not been growing in the past 30+ years, and completed the $900m expansion in 2019, left with around 240 tenants. It's hard to know where to start, but if you're here to split, the luxury wing, where Prada, By Jivargio Armani, Varsaka and Louis Vitton are all lined up. There are brands you hope to find in any major mall, such as
Sephora, Nordistorum, Difference, Lavey's, J. Staff, Clear's, Zara, Kyla And like. The food is front and center, with an ever-indimitable selection that includes subways, the <a0>< 20+ Only Asian dining options along with the <a0>< /a0></a0> 46. Source of great wealth: miscellaneous photography/shutterstocky great mall, as this mall, the largest indoor shop center in Northern
California, Ford's San Jose Assembly Plant, Manufacturing Mostangs and such as is used for 1955 to 1983. Vast great wealth opened up for business after a decade and is just shy of 180 stores and services. Not every tenant has a shop, but there are factory stores for many large brands which have differences, polo ralph lauren, tauberlaand, new balance, chromebe &amp; nch,
reedas, looks, cayla republic, bose, j. crew, old navy and many more. These are a different food court and a 20-screen century theatre with regular branches of chains like Multi-flex such as GameStop, H&amp;M and Foot-Lock, . 47. Heroin Rose Garden Source: Wakamadyasan Jose Heritage Rose Garden is a gbi of green at the north end of the city, which is by the anti-Galilee
river branches of trader and targeted. It is made up of many different spaces like The Galialpay River Park, The Rotri Play Garden, Galialpay Gardens and Columbus Park. But if you visit your right to visit (March-May), the best bits have increased to 2,800 types of formal rose garden, modern, heritage and small roses. Heritage Rose Garden was installed in 1995 and is
maintained by dedicated volunteers. If you're on hold in January and February you'll stay in time for the trim season. On Wednesday and Saturday mornings there will be a specialist laugh-out teaching skill that you can put into practice at home. Mokarad and leather gloves are provided. 48-By County Park: Barely ten minutes on the road from a large mall in county park in
yelfman/Shutterstockad R. You will find you at the natural footof the dabelow range. What's special about Edir in County Park is the way it combines an urban park with facilities, fishing pool, sports areas and picnic sites, networks of trails and with the panoramic daerciauli of the California forest. In more than 1,500 acres, it's not difficult to add to the grassland and the ok forest
passing through this park, but give you spellbinding views over The Silcan Valley and bay. Exposed to the current air with its high-ragas grass, Edy R County Park is a literal gymping point for Hangglyadars and Paraglyadars. Also I have a couple of run- in, for horse-treks to park and the da'alo range. 49. Art Source's Tarton Museum: Joseph Saohem/Shutterstockaton Museum of
Art, Santa Clara To go to a place to take the plus es- art scene of the Great Bay area, the free Taton Museum of Art was established as the first non-university museum in Santa Clara in 1965. This art was established by the patron, moved to Richard and lawyer Robert W.K. and its present in 1987 With elevated ceiling and paramadal assaman. The exhibitions in Tertun are all
temporary, exhibiting the partibha from north California. At the end of 2019, two busy shows, War, Photo By The Monasz artist Dabura Oropala, and drawing sh by Jody Sh in memory of japanese-American Assery in World War II. 50. Loongur &amp; Wine Source: www. jlohr. Lohr Grapes &amp; Alcohol You don't have to travel to the central beach wine country to taste some
wine, as one of the biggest names of the business, J. Lohr Grapes &amp; Alcohol, a wine center that has a wine center near the city at 1000 pm Zen Avenue. For $15 you will find limited production of the company and the club just sample the wine. If you sign up for membership, this fee will be set, and similarly apply if you are on the taste menu, buy two or more alcohol. 51. San
Jose Psu Market Source: Durgajan Jovanuwak/Shutterstockhi San Jose Pso Market is claimed to be the largest outdoor market in the Us, covered over 120 acres, a shake-up for the system. The San Jose Pisso Market, around 1960, is a market on a grid of streets or roads, with the number of labels with the west to the east and the name of the name goes north to the south. The



choice of vendors is mind-bogaglong, whether you are out for clothing, electronics, fruits and vegetables, accessories, clothing, home appliances, hand-made gifts, antiques or food space for A/BQ to The Maxican, Pizza, Eating Naishta or Sweet Treats. You'll shop the upbhis of the Mariachi band, and make a running trade to the sachial soft drink and beer vehicles around the
market on hot days. 52. Don Edward's San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge: yhalfman/Shutterstockdaon Edward's San Francisco Bay National Wildlife In his sanctuary more than 280 bird-pertasis in this wildlife sanctuary in southeast Pakt of the Gulf of San Francisco or Ghansla. The shelter is huge, spreading more than 30,000 acres of open water, mudflotus, salt-marash,
spring pool and dry euplaned areas. During the spring and fall migration it hosts millions of shoribars and a spectacular spectacle of waterfall, as well as pauses here for leaves, hawks, eagles and the autpres. Among many resident birds is the endangered Radyvi rail, found only on San Francisco Bay and Baja California. The visitor center, open on Saturday, is in Frimont and sits
above the Laraviri Marash, a restored salt marash by radyvi rails, and another danger-related castes, salt-marash crop mouse. You can search for trails, take out the remote loans and check out the exhibition about the shelter environment. 53. Eussemite National Park and Vishal Sequvias Travel Source: You have come from a different state or country to the Gulf region so the
intercession eraphoto/shutterstock-keusamaity national park, San Jose is a cult near one of the most famous scenes in the country. The Eusemite National Park can be done on a day trip, GetYourGuide.com the package and your accommodation includes pickup and drop-off. You will travel by luxury van (installed with Wi-Fi) to spend five hours in fear on monuments like half
domes to Western Sera Nevada, El Kapatan, Eusity Falls and Bressivefalls. The store in the Tolumini Guru of the park is more surprising, growing on an unimaginable scale dating back to 25 giant sequas and 2,000 years behind. 54. The cincinema arts and modern spirit of the Salcan Valley clash edited at this independent film festival, held in the first two weeks of March. Over
110,000 people head San Jose for 300 movies and virtual forereal experiences, almost half of what make up their premiras at the festival. You can explore modern worship, participate in creative forums and check in to the latest fashion, dance, comedy and art, with some 1,100 artists appearing in 50 countries every year. Along with the Cannes Maaork Awards, along with the
principle of honour-the-bracher, presented in artists (the Maork Spirit) and The Tanalojustice (The Maaork Innovation). The list of famous guests over the past few years has been Nicholas Pantara, Neil Gaman, Tatiana Loxy, Elle Terror, James Faranco and Harryson Ford. 55. San Jose Jose Summer Festival Source: Facebook. For three days in front of a renowned j's festival in
August plaza de César Chávez. Going strong for over 30 years, San Jose Jazz Summer Fast loves it for the amount of squeezes performance in these three days (100+), the small impact of the event (just a few blocks down the city) and the sheer breadth of the artists. Each subtype is on the same side, be it blues, latin, R&amp;B, funk group, spirit or gospel. The famous names
on the bill in 2019 were The Pianodk Fred Harriska, Grammy-winning Vocalist Gregory Porter, The DherKasus Aggregate and R&amp;B Sibys O'Jays. There are festival partners with local bars, clubs and hotels so you can party at night, and in the swimming phase you will be shown teachers how to do Charleston and Ldy Hop. Hop.
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